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Abstract

Events of the past few years have shown how today’s modern technological society is critically dependent on critical infrastructure networks such as telecommunications, transport and power. In this chapter, we examine the robustness of critical infrastructure networks and describe some simulation studies exploring this issue. These studies use an extension of data farming we call “network farming,” implemented within the CAVALIER network analysis tool suite. We then survey some historical data on actual terrorist attacks and show that the distribution of these attacks in time can be modeled by a Poisson statistical distribution. This fact can then be used to plan robust network architectures. We also
examine “scale-free networks,” and show how they relate to the robustness of physical and organizational networks. In particular, we study the implications for law-enforcement personnel responding to terrorist organizations, using two historical case studies. Finally, we briefly survey emerging trends in network modeling and intelligent software agents that may influence the robustness of future networks.

**Introduction**

In today’s modern technological society, we all are dependent on critical infrastructure networks such as telecommunications, transport and power. The terror attacks that destroyed the Twin Towers in New York City on September 11, 2001 also destroyed elements of the civilian telecommunications infrastructure, including Verizon’s central telephone switch. This underlined the vulnerability of network nodes to terrorist attack and the ability of terrorist organizations to launch multiple synergistic attacks.

In this chapter, we examine the robustness of critical infrastructure networks; specifically, aspects that relate to the network topology, or the shape of the network, rather than other network characteristics, such as management and control or physical security. We describe some simulation studies that use an extension of data farming (Horne, 1997), which we call network farming. This methodology is a natural way to explore network design, and our simulations identify a number of characteristics that make a network robust in the face of terrorist attacks. Specifically, node connectivity and symmetry are identified as important characteristics and, in general, networks begin to fail when the number of attacks is equal to the node connectivity.

We have developed a tool suite for analyzing, visualizing and simulating networks, called CAVALIER (Dekker, 2001, 2003), which we briefly describe. This tool suite forms the basis for a Network Information System in the sense of Carling and Carlsen (2002). The highly important role of critical infrastructure networks means that Network Information Systems are essential for managing them.

We also survey historical data on terrorist attacks by seven terrorist groups (International Policy Institute for Counter-Terrorism, 2004), and show that the distribution of these attacks can be modeled by a Poisson statistical distribu-
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